Nissan quest 2012

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Wallace contacted me
within the hour and gave me all the information I requested almost immediately. It was a great
experience and I would definitely purchase from Wallace Motors again. My experience at
Wallace Motors was not what we've all come to expect from a used car dealer. He was friendly.
He was respectful. He accurately described the condition of the SUV I was interested in, even
pointing out its flaws. I got a nice used SUV at a nice price. Go see this guy!! Champion Auto
was fantastic! Frankie was very helpful and pleasant. I would definitely recommend buying from
them! Due to covid 19 circumstances led to my process being really slow and arduous but that
can be excused what cannot be excused is selling a car with a cracked windscreen and an
almost empty fuel tank. The only reason they're not getting a one star is because of francis hes
been helpful throughout the entire process. Great experience. In and out in less than 2hrs
including test drive. Peaceful environment, no haggle service. Just a overall great experience.
Thomas was the best with a great since of humor and professionalism. Very fast response to
my inquiry. Their customer service is top notch. I haven't been able to make it to the dealership
for a in person inspection, but the people that are working with this company are very easy
going and pleasant to deal with. The dealer was very personable didnt like the car i picked out
to look out but found another one which i purchased very helpful and efficient eith paper work
even know they were getting ready to close. Had a great experience at this dealership got to test
drive the i did want and purchase. Great environment helpful and also got all info i needed to
know about car. Was suppose to get a call back about terms of loan. It has almost been a week ,
and no call back. Maybe a bigger dealership is the way to go? The dealer responded to my
original post letting me know that it is not their fault they couldn't help me. What kind of a
dealership does that, do they not own the vehicle on their lot? I will definitely be telling all my
friends and families in the area to not purchase anything from this business. Unfortunately, I
was too slow, and missed out on the vehicle I wanted. The guys were extremely curtious, and
helpful along the way though. We made an appointment to see a Corvette and upon arriving was
met at the door by a very courteous salesperson. The car was warmed up and we took our test
drive. Very nice place to deal with and very helpful. The staff all very professional and friendly.
All congratulated us on our purchase. After the sales we had a few questions which were
answered quickly. I recommend this dealership to anyone looking to have a good experience at
buying a preowned vehicle. Buyer beware! Engine light came on, on the way home. Walk before
you buy anything. Very dishonest. Very responsive and good guys to deal with. I think they
stress for quality and fairness. I am still working with them to find the right vehicle for us. Dealer
was great Virtually no changes have been made to the Nissan Quest from the previous model
year, when Nissan overhauled its minivan inside and out. Access to Sirius XM satellite radio has
been added to the 3. Otherwise, everything is the same as last year's version. Trims available
for the front-wheel-drive Nissan Quest include the 3. All come standard with a 3. Several options
can be packaged together, depending on the trim level selected. Some features of the more
expensive trims can be added, in certain cases, to less-expensive trims. Numerous safety and
security features come standard for the Nissan Quest. All trims come with the Nissan Advanced
Airbag System with dual-stage supplemental front airbags, driver and front passenger
seat-mounted side-impact supplemental airbags, roof-mounted curtain side-impact
supplemental airbags for front, second- and third-row seating , height-adjustable head
restraints for all seating positions , tire pressure monitoring system, energy-absorbing steering
column, 4-wheel vented disc brakes with antilock braking system, electronic brakeforce
distribution and brake assist , traction control system, vehicle immobilizer system and vehicle
security system. Current owners are pleased with the handling and ride the Nissan Quest
provides. The Quest handles extremely well for a minivan, and its CVT gets high marks for
smooth and flawless shifting. Its ride is rated as being very quiet, with a smooth, reactive
suspension. Coming off a total redesign in , the Nissan Quest already seems dated when
compared against competing minivans from Dodge Grand Caravan , Honda Odyssey and
Toyota Sienna. Although the Quest is powerful enough, roomy enough and has a number of
standard and upgradeable features, it falls short in a number of categories when compared to
the other minivans on the market. Many competing minivans have room for 8 passengers, while
the Quest has room for only 7. The Quest also falls short when it comes to gas mileage and
available cargo space While it remains a good choice, especially when it comes to ride and
handling, other choices may fit your needs better. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,

engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Quest listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan Quest 3. The Nissan Quest
continues to make the once perennial also-ran model fully competitive with the top vans in its
class. Tired of running mid-pack in the minivan race, Nissan completely reworked its Quest last
year. Its predecessor's angular, avant-garde styling gave way to a tall, slab-sided design that
prioritized function over form, while the interior was refined to luxury levels in the top trims. The
end result is a much more appealing minivan, though the Quest still has some drawbacks. Save
for a couple of options changes, the Nissan Quest follows the same formula. A powerful V6
engine, a smooth CVT, spacious seating and quiet cabin with user-friendly technology make the
Quest a comfortable carriage from which to navigate the daily hustle. With above-average
handling and power delivered seamlessly upon request, the Quest even feels somewhat playful
on open, bending roads. The Quest offers such reassuring and on-demand spirited passage
that you almost forgive its central weakness: It only seats seven. Instead of a small second-row
center section that accommodates a third passenger, the Quest offers up two large, comfortable
captain's chairs and a removable center console. And although three adults can sit in the
reclining third row without much protest, the inability to drop the third row into a rear well -- as
competing vans allow -- reduces cargo space and raises another consideration for shoppers.
On the upside, however, the second and third rows fold forward and flat, creating a lengthy load
floor without your having to remove the middle-row seats. In other words, the Quest prioritizes
versatility over maximum utility. Really, it depends on where your minivan priorities lie. The
traditional titans Honda Odyssey and Toyota Sienna both offer eight-passenger seating and
larger cargo spaces. However, if passenger comfort and overall refinement are key metrics in
your minivan search, the Nissan Quest is well worth consideration. Standard features on the
base S model include inch steel wheels, cruise control, keyless entry, full power accessories, a
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, a trip computer, ambient interior lighting and a four-speaker
sound system with six-CD changer and an auxiliary audio jack. The SL further sweetens the
deal with inch wheels, automatic headlights, heated mirrors, roof rails, a power liftgate, leather
upholstery, heated front seats, an eight-way power driver seat and one-touch fold-flat third-row
seats. The range-topping LE tacks on xenon headlights, a blind-spot warning system, driver
memory functions, a four-way power front passenger seat, power-return third-row seats,
second- and third-row sunshades, advanced air filtration, a navigation system, a rear
entertainment system with an inch widescreen, and a speaker Bose surround-sound audio
system with an 8-inch display and satellite radio. A dual-panel sunroof is available as an option,
but only for the SL and LE models. Unfortunately, most of the features offered in upper trims are
not available on lower trims. A continuously variable automatic transmission CVT sends power
to the front wheels. In Edmunds testing, the Quest accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 8.
Standard safety features for all Nissan Quest models include antilock disc brakes, stability
control, traction control, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and front-seat
active head restraints. A rearview camera is standard on all but the base S trim level. In
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety testing, the Quest earned the agency's top rating of
"Good" in frontal-offset and side-impact collisions, and a second-best rating of "Acceptable" for
rollover protection. In Edmunds brake testing, the Quest stopped from 60 mph in feet -- a bit
longer than average for a minivan. On nearly any road surface, the Nissan Quest pleasantly
silences wind and road noise, with ruts and bumps in the road ably absorbed by the compliant
suspension. Steering is precise, but feels needlessly heavy at slow speeds. In concert with the
suspension, the steering effort gives the Quest an almost sporting feel in the curves. Power
from the V6 is certainly adequate, and we even prefer the smooth CVT over traditional stepped
transmissions in this application. Quick reactions from the throttle and transmission make easy
work of passing maneuvers and ascending grades, the latter scenario the only time the
steady-state rpm drone of the CVT becomes evident. The latest Nissan Quest adopted a more
conservative design inside and out last year. Interior controls are logically grouped on the
center stack within easy reach of the driver. Even when it's loaded with options, operating the
various climate, navigation and entertainment systems is simple and intuitive. Interior materials
are above average in the lower trim levels, while the leather-appointed cabins in the SL and LE
foster a luxurious and serene environment. Unlike the Odyssey or Sienna, which can
accommodate three passengers in the second row, the Quest offers only two captain's chairs,
separated by a removable center console. This effectively makes the Quest a seven-seater. The
upshot is that the second-row seats slide and recline, and are quite comfortable. Like the third
row, they also fold forward and flat in the floor. This makes it easier to carry longer items than in

a Sienna and Odyssey, which require you to physically remove their second-row seats. The
downside is that the Quest carries less than the Odyssey and Sienna; its cubic feet of cargo
capacity is about 40 cubes shy of its rivals due to its taller floor. The Quest's deep storage bin
behind the third row also isn't as roomy, though its design doesn't preclude storing items in it
when it comes time to lower the rear seats, unlike with the other vans. Ultimately shoppers will
have to decide whether the convenience and flexibility of the Quest is worth the trade-off in
cargo space, though a compromise could be found with Chrysler's Stow n Go system. While its
second and third rows are more difficult to lower than the Quest's, they leave more room after
disappearing into the floor. Available styles include SL 4dr Minivan 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Quest. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out
Nissan Quest lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Less cargo space than competitors seven-passenger
maximum, not eight short on interior storage. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 28
reviews. Serious safety issue still unresolved. First let me say that the van, for the price that I
paid for it, is hands down a much better buy than the Odyssey or the Sienna. The exterior
styling is I admit a personal preference, but we like it. Interior is awesome! The SL I think is the
best trim for the value. I would't pay more for some extra features for the LE not for almost 10k
more! The only major flaw in this van, which Ithink everyone should be warned about before
they buy it is the fuel tank problem. This is not the software problem addressed bybthe March
recall. Nissan thought that will fix the problem but it didn't. That recall fix even negatively
affected the gas mileage of the van. Read less. We enjoyed our Quest for the first five years. The
van had a smooth ride. I liked the interior layout with the folding seats and no need to remove
large middle-row seats. We could haul large objects without having to remove clunky middle
row seats, and we thought we were getting a better quality van than a Chrysler product. With the
back two rows of seats folded flat, we had a bedding area for long trips to Florida. The hidden
trunk in the back provided nice storage. We were making some nice memories with our van. A
technical service bulletin software update fixed that problem with no cost. Routine maintenance
generally kept our van rolling along. Second set of tires at just over 40,miles and that set lasted
nearly 60, miles. Brakes replaced at about 88, miles. Well, things began going bad in the last few
months. The van began lurching or having RPM surges while driving at speed--especially with
cruise set while going up a small grade or hill. Was that the transmission slipping? The problem
happened rarely enough that our local Nissan dealer could not replicate it during a test drive.
Then after the , mile service the transmission problems worsened. On a long trip we had lots of
cruising on the freeway. The tachometer would bounce while maintaining speed. If we
encountered a hill the RPMs might bounce from up to with no gain in speed. The bounce lasted
a second or two and it occurred on minor inclines. Local driving too and from work seemed fine,
but then a short trip to family was the last straw. A couple times on this trip shifting from
reverse to drive produced a clunking sound with marginal acceleration. That can't be good. We
had two or three episodes in which the van took a long time to move from a stop on an uphill
grade. That experience seemed marginally dangerous. Then the check engine light confirmed
our fears. We nursed it back to our dealer. The tranny was dead. We are now two weeks into
waiting for a replacement. Five years with the van was fine, but then we learned the error of our
ways in purchasing the Nissan Quest with the CVT. Our dealer is still waiting for a replacement
transmission while we kick ourselves for not purchasing the Honda, Toyota, or even the
Chrysler. While it may not help our efforts to unload this thing in a year or so, buyers should
beware of Nissan CVTs A quick contact with corporate produced the expected apology for
inconvenience with no real help. Five years old and just over , miles and the transmission
pukes? Please learn from our experience. Update in So we had the dealer replace the
transmission at , miles and hoped for the best. After another 5, miles or so, my wife began to
worry about being stranded if the new transmission puked. I thought that we could just drive it
into the ground. My opinion began to change when I noticed hesitation shifting from reverse to

drive. Initially I thought it was just paranoia because of the first transmission failing. The issue
happened a few times, with a hesitation and a lurch. Okay, I am not the guy to leave my wife
driving a marginally reliable vehicle or maybe it gave me an excuse to shop for a replacement.
We decided to replace the van, and we sold it with a little over , miles on it Sigh Not a great
experience, and I wish that we had purchased a Toyota back in Live and learn. Nissan, you lost
me with this one. After comparing with Toyota, Honda, Chrysler, Hyundai, and Mazda5 we
decided that the Nissan Quest was the best minivan for our family. After miles we continue to be
very satisfied with our selection. The 3. Although the exterior design is an acquired taste, we
like it better than the Honda design. Toyota seemed to cut costs on interior materials--too much
hard plastic. Chrysler and Hyundai build quality still seems lacking. We decided that the Mazda5
was too small for our desired use. So far the Nissan has been a very capable family hauler. MPG
average has been We managed 24mpg on a recent road trip. Rachel B. We loved our Nissan
Quest, until the warranty ran out. Additionally, the car has gone through 6 sets of tires, and
seems to need breaks every few months. I suggest, if you're in the market for a used mini van,
stay away from the Quest, and look at something like a Kia Sedona, which has a stronger
warranty. See all 28 reviews of the Used Nissan Quest. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 13
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Quest. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Comes equipped with: Super
Black. Why should you buy from iRide? The Price you see is the price you pay. No games no
tricks no pressure. On just about everything we sell under 80,, Luxury under 50, miles. Typical
dealerships pay the sales staff a commission of how much they profit from you. That creates a
high pressure experience. Our sales are only paid on how many cars they sell, and how many 5
Star reviews they receive. Try us out, you will see the difference! In order for us to place a
lifetime warranty on our cars, we do a thorough 63 point inspection by ASE Certified
Technicians, making sure only the best quality used car gets placed for sale. In our express
store you find payments, trade values, all taxes and fees, and apply for the loan. If you choose
to buy from us, schedule an appointment, and we will have you in and out in about an hour. We
will come to you, free within 50 miles. Only one dollar per mile after that up to miles. TEXT
Please call us!!! Of all the used cars for sale in Ohio this front wheel drive Nissan Quest 3. This
Nissan Quest comes Factory equipped with an impressive 3. Honda Marysville has the used
cars Columbus, Ohio shoppers trust for safety, reliability and service. Trustworthy and
worry-free, this Used Nissan Quest SL packs in your passengers and their bags with room to
spare. Transport everyone in comfort and style in this safe and reliable Nissan Quest. No
haggle, no hassle. This car comes with power windows, power locks, cruise control, radio with
CD, aux connection, Bluetooth, Leather Seats, Heated Seats, Back Up Camera, 3rd row seating
for 7 passengers and more!! Everything works on the car and there are no mechanical issues or
warning lights on! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and
forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Treat your family to the joy of a
vehicle with a super premium entertainment package like the one found in this vehicle. Marked
by excellent quality and features with unmistakable refined leather interior that added value and
class to the Nissan Quest SL. Rare is the vehicle that has been driven so gently and maintained
so meticulously as this pre-owned beauty. More information about the Nissan Quest: The Quest
has always distinguished itself in the bland minivan market by offering distinctive styling and
unusual ergonomics. The Quest is no different. With a boxy rear end and a smirking grille and of
course, Nissan's fun-to-drive attitude, the Quest is a tough package to beat. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Navigation System. Originally, Holman
Automotive did not stock vehicles like the selection you've clicked on today. Our commitment
to our clients is to provide the industries best client experience and do it while providing only
the best product. Vehicles in this value segment were a bit misunderstood. The stringent
reconditioning standards we require on our late model inventory was also being applied to
inventory like this one. With these unreasonable expectations and the expense they required to
repair, value vehicles were not a good value for the customer. Value vehicles receive a rigorous
inspection from our expert technicians to ensure each one is mechanically capable before it
enters our inventory. While the inspection the vehicle goes through is similar to that of a
Certified Pre-Owned vehicle, the repairs we do are limited to ensuring we are selling you a
mechanically sound vehicle. In addition to our commitment to the vehicle's mechanical surety,
after your vehicle demonstration we'd like to invite you into our brand new showroom to go
over the recommendations our shop has for the car as it relates to things like tires brakes and
other wearable items, so you know exactly what to expect. Our detail department cleans each

value vehicle from front-to-back to help them get that showroom shine back. Value vehicles may
contain minor cosmetic damage scratches, dents, tears but are discounted accordingly based
on these conditions. Use the commitment we have made to bring confidence into your
driveway. Titanium Beige Nissan Quest 3. Come in and see this beautiful Nissan Quest today
before it's gone! Odometer is miles below market average! Please don't hesitate to give us a
call! We value you as a customer and would love the chance to get you in this good-looking
vehicle. We do not mark them up, to mark them down, AND no hidden fees! Please call, email or
stop in today to test drive your vehicle of choice!! Blue Nissan Quest 3. Not all customers will
qualify for all rebates. See dealer for details. Indulge yourself with one of the most highly
crafted, most luxurious automobiles available today. The look is unmistakably Nissan, the
smooth contours and cutting-edge technology of this Nissan Quest LE will definitely turn
heads. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you
better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without worrying about
fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our
Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right
car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all
from the comfort of home. Price assumes final purchase will be made in TN, and excludes the
cost of optional equipment selected by the purchaser, State and local taxes, tags, registration
and title fees. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a
different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa.
Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Contact the dealer for delivery details,
restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim 3. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings.
No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Serious safety issue still unresolved. First let me say that the van, for the
price that I paid for it, is hands down a much better buy than the Odyssey or the Sienna. The
exterior styling is I admit a personal preference, but we like it. Interior is awesome! The SL I
think is the best trim for the value. I would't pay more for some extra features for the LE not for
almost 10k more! The only major flaw in this van, which Ithink everyone should be warned
about before they buy it is the fuel tank problem. This is not the software problem addressed
bybthe March recall. Nissan thought that will fix the problem but it didn't. That recall fix even
negatively affected the gas mileage of the van. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2000 ford f250 fuse panel diagram
6 flat trailer wiring diagram
2000 chevy cavalier fuel pump wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can

find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

